
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES MASTER THESIS PRESENTATION

Presentation of the topic for your dissertation;; Listing of the main objectives of guide that demonstrates and proves the
main points and results of the research. Information to be used in a presentation is selected by the master students in.

Thus, your supervisor will be able to read the paper and make edits, and there still will be enough time for you
to do all the corrections and improve your thesis work. Once your research objectives are ready, you have
completed half of your thesis requirements â€” the remaining half is straightforward, hands-on work! Aims
and objectives are a foundation on which the entire project is constructed, so they need to be sturdy and
durable. Thesis and Dissertation Distinguished A thesis or dissertation is usually required to complete a
particular graduate degree. And since dissertation is more extensive, the thesis is treated as preliminary in
gaining a doctorate degree. Sometimes a research project may contain several distinct aims, however they
need to fit together to an overall research AIM. To examine, to study, to research, to identify, to analyse, to
compare, to evaluate and to recommend. We have prepared for you key tips and recommendations that will
help you can achieve the cherished goal. The research will use case study analysis and comparison of Honda
Project Life Cycles implementation with that of other automotive companies. How will you know when an
investigation has ended? The meetings will be followed by a discussion on strengths and weaknesses of the
oral presentation, the state of advance of the work, the adequacy of the calendar with the objectives and the
critical approach of the student. The list of objectives spells out what you actually and really will do to get to
the point of it all. With regards to structure, both papers are very similar with few differences. What were the
objectives of your research? Objectives have to be practical, do-able and achievable. Chapter 1 should be an
introduction to the project, and not an introduction to the topic â€” which is covered in the Literature Review,
usually chapter 2. The coordinator of the course within each program will make sure that each student has
presented both seminars. This is where you make the project tangible by saying how you are going to go about
it. My desk dictionary says that an aim is to do with giving direction. Coordinators verify with the responsible
teacher in each team or with the supervisor when the student completes his dissertation outside the Faculty
before the June session that all students have actually presented two seminars. Going in with this perspective
makes standing before them a nerve-wracking experience. Otherwise, the committee will have many questions
you will have to answer. Share this:. It is the rehearsal that will help to adjust the size of your speech to the
most optimal by deleting unnecessary statements and leaving only the high-importance information. The
students also participate to the meetings of the other students of the research group and, whenever possible, to
the final master thesis presentations of the students from the previous promotion in September, to the PhD
theses defenses, to the preparation of the FRIA by members of the research group. Or we might say â€” and it
is what is commonly said about aims and objectives â€” the aim is the what of the research, and the objective
is the how. An aim is therefore generally broad. So you should expect that your committee will always be able
to find a gap in your study to fill in the future related researches. Unlike an essay, a thesis needs to assert
something. But overall, you need to go into this defense thinking that your presentation will be successful,
otherwise you are already setting yourself up for failure with the wrong mindset. Thesis Defense Overview A
thesis defense is composed of two parts â€” a thesis and a defense. Why is this research necessary â€” some
background showing a problem. Research reviewers generally look to see if the time and money available for
the research will genuinely allow the researcher to achieve their objectives.


